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“And Severino Di Giovanni’s actions were never violent for the sake of it. They were never indis-
criminate or striking at anything at all in order to create a tension that would favour power and it’s
politics of consolidation. They were always guided by a precise revolutionary reasoning: to strike the
centres of power with punitive actions that find their justification in the State’s violence, and which
were aimed at pushing the mass towards a revolutionary objective. Di Giovanni always took account of
the situation of the mass, even though he was often accused of not having done so” — JW & AMB,
Anarchism and Violence, “Severino Di Giovanni in Argentina” by Osvaldo Bayer, Elephant Editions

I don’t represent any organisation or group, I am writing this from my personal perspective, as
nihilist-anarchist of an anti-civilisation insurrectional tendency. I have carried out direct action in defense
of the Earth, so the state and society would probably view me as an “Eco-Extremist”, although I’m
unconcerned with this term as it’s become a sect-like ideology of the Church. I haven’t written before
about the Church of ITS Mexico or the idiot pseudo-nihilist(s) in Italy because over the last few years
they clearly became reactionary and more akin to far-right ‘black’ groupscules.

It has been some years since the Church of ITS Mexico said something like that ‘the FAI doesn’t
represent us’, that the ‘CCF doesn’t represent us’… Well I can’t recall anything like that being said by
CCF or FAI or anyone else in the first place, so why is the ITS Church still issuing sermons about it
now and why have they not embarked on a one-way trip far away from the black anarchy they proclaim
is irrelevant and gone off into the nihilising abyss like they said they would, leaving all us anarchist
nuns alone?

It was obvious to foresee what this groupscule and their related neurotic fanclub was going towards
– cultish green authoritarianism, paganism, irrationalism and indiscriminate attacks – and haven’t we
seen this before? Although the Church of ITS Mexico with its tiny few self-described eco-extremists and
pseudo-nihilists like to pose as the most radical and truly anarchistic and chaotic latest trend that is
very different and abyssal, far from anything that goes before, they are just another offshoot of an old
idea with rotten roots in soil and blood, either that or they just have shit for brains.

The murders that ITS Mexico has done in their current phase and the words that accompany
the actions are those of one of the enemies, no equivication – it doesn’t matter at this point what
justifications and philosophical manipulations they use to explain how they became irrationalist fanatics.
Those who indiscriminatly attack regular people are authoritarians and would-be dictators, mass killers,
and they and their fanclub of sychophants brag and boast as such behind a myriad of regressive ideas.

Reactionary, nationalist, neo-nazi, racist and pagan networks converging inward autonomously in
Europe at least, is nothing new, because for decades we can find their groups dwelling in a spectrum
of misanthropic nihilist-right planes of thought, often informed by various degrees of biocentrism, tra-
ditionalism, green authoritarianism, anti-humanism, anti-progress etc. It’s easy to find their blogs with
old runic indigenous obscurantism, glorification of mass murder, death camps, genocide imagery and
glorification of weapons and killing.

In the UK in the 90’s, a tiny few anarcho-primitivists also flirted with this eco-fascist thinking which
had seeped in amongst ‘when animals attack’-type stories and news-clippings about earthquakes and
plagues, in the newspaper ‘Green Anarchist’. The idea was that indiscriminate attacks and/or mass
killings of people are justified as ‘war against civilisation/society’. There was a split in the newspaper
‘Green Anarchist’ about the topic (‘The Irrationalists’ by Steve Booth). One of the editors left and
started an eco-fascist paper. Green Anarchist continued to provide lists of direct actions which were
taking place and had articles and reports. The controversy came during an operation by the state
against the earth and animal liberation movement which was strong at the time (so-called GANDALF
operation). The state spent millions of pounds trying to shut GA down and one of their editors was
jailed. Looking back on the text that started the affair it is nothing in comparison to the shit that ITS
Mexico have been spewing for the last few years, a hex upon them.

Indiscriminate killings and attacks only have authoritarian outcomes, the methods are elitist and
fundamentally anti-individualist. The acts end up only entrenching power and the existing strategy of
the techno-industrial system. It is a very dominant and conditioned human behaviour of mass psychology
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to harm or kill indiscriminately. It’s what humans do to each other all the time, it gears the machine
and it’s certainly not an anti-civilisation act or one that cuts radically to the social system. Each person
is just pathologically programmed under the stress of society – by religion and heirarchical orders –
socially coded to distrust, hate, abuse and kill others. I want something different; it enlightens me as an
anarchist and a nihilist – an individual defending their life and experience of the world. Discrimination
of thought, choice and action.

The last couple of months in UK there have been three spectacular indiscriminate killings: the
Manchester suicide bomb against a crowd of mostly (very) young women at an Ariana Grande concert,
the London Tower Bridge suicide van and knife attack, both by those inspired by Daesh, who ITS
Mexico and their adoring flock seem to idolise and fetishize now, much like the rest of the misanthropic
and nihilist-right; and there also was the Grenfell Tower fire, which killed unknown scores of people,
arguably a massacre which had an unavoidable class basis and which is a social murder. But who cares,
society is the enemy, right? In the ultra-moralising Church of ITS Mexico where they issue regular
sermons you don’t have to think about things too much.

The Church and the sheep have already rejected anti-authoritarianism and ‘liberation’, so such
concepts do not illuminate them, by their own admission, opting for a direction where from their
friendless epic-loser script they endlessly preside over their dastardly marginalisation of anarchy and
the extermination of humanity in the lowly and minor acts they have recently been taking responsibility
for.

Their critique of the anarchist movement is both nothing new and yet deluded with ignorance
about many facts and yet they want to use the names of Severino di Giovanni and Mauricio Morales
to cover their cowardice. I’m no stranger to criticising civil anarchism but the Church of ITS Mexico
have remained so boringly obsessionate in their anti-anarchism discourse that it is obvious that they
don’t know when they are banging a dead horse. Their desperate clinging to the anarchist movement –
now issuing death threats against anarchists that bother to publically criticise them – is indicative of
individuals who, claiming to have shot dead a hiking couple from the bushes and choked a woman to
death in a phone box at university, at heart don’t appear to feel they have any power in their own lives
and obviously spend too much time on the internet worrying what others think of them whilst taking
their pain out on other people. Sounds like quite a few civilised people I know except some don’t see
the results of their actions. I mean, haven’t ITS actually killed some people, why are they crying about
it on the internet? As the saying goes, they “gotta lot to learn” as a terrorist group. Hearing that ITS
apparently got “tired of waiting for 325’s critique” is a sloppy, revealing and highly amusing admission of
how much they actually do care about being the subject of dialogue and discussion amongst an (unruly
and anarchic) humanity they hate!

To go back to why I haven’t bothered to write anything before now about ITS recent experiments in
serial killerdom, I think just simply I had better things to do and my comrades were debating whether
or not it was even worth making any critiques since, we figured, we don’t make critiques of any other
random serial killers?! Why would we bother contributing to the fiction that ITS are actors with any
validity by commenting on their wanton acts of pointless and sadly untargetted murders? And nor are
they anarchists, saying for many years to the anarchist movement internationally that they were not
interested, and were even hostile to concepts such as prisoner solidarity, internationalism, anarchist
revolution (so leftist!) and so on and to just leave them alone. So we did… And so why are they now
chasing after our views and after the opinions of FAI/IRF cells, anarchist-insurrectionalists, blogs of
counter-information, etc. when they have been rejecting them for years and years? Why is their fanclub
sending us their ridiculous texts and claims? To remind us they exist in anger and frustration? And
who cares? I don’t care but the Church of ITS Mexico evidently does care and can’t bear that somehow
others have a path seperate to theirs. It shows up their blatant isolationalist narcissism and sociopathic
psychosis.

Consequences…
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Reading the nationalism, racism and homophobia evident in the recent communiques of ITS, a new
pathological, repetitive, singular voice trying to lash out vainly is emerging. I’m sure they will respond
with a threatening old testament sermon; or is that an earthquake coming?!

Although the Church has given many sermons where they pontificate about feeling superior, laughing
in fantasy, it’s striking how much they reveal their silly obssessions, psychological loops and regressive
traits in public. This key weakness is certainly a sign of the regressive nature of narcissistic authoritarians,
who as individuals display, collectively, unintegrated psychologies, lacking in empathic intelligence and
emotional centering.

Maybe in the age of the internet the ITS Church did not know there was a far-right of maladjusted
pagan eco-religious fanatics in Europe already? Join and share your savage racialist rituals of purity,
blood and black metal records! The Pope of ITS Mexico should issue an immediate elect order to direct
the faithful sheep to send their bible of testaments to those web-crazies of the nihilist-right and failing
that, ‘New Scientist’ magazine or some such other shit as they seem to be obsessed with, instead of
bothering those nasty sectarian anarchist nuns who have excommunicated them. Wouldn’t want you to
get upset and send in the inquistion after killing some women.

After banging their keyboards on anarchists for running around the world ‘intervening’ in every topic
under the sun other than killing random individuals in the name of some wacko gods, they offer out
an invitation to intervene in Mexico and have it out with them! Why would anyone bother? I certainly
shall stay here in my own native indigenous lands and get on with my life. If they feel that strongly,
why don’t they come here? We have gangs and murders here too, not just the Queen and Cricket. I
think that the ITS in ‘Church of ITS Mexico’ stands for “Idiots Tending toward Stupidity”. Who knew
that the Church was so linked to the ‘Mafia’? Pretty hilarious really, as it fits into their displaced wish
to project a ‘strong’ or ‘hard image’ ; ‘ruthless’, ‘organised’, ‘murderous’ etc. The reality appears that
they have dropped any individualist or nihilist-egoist values, any pretense of ecological struggle and
are rather weak, conduct easy (basically cowardly), opportunistic, random and valueless actions and
come across like a bunch of wet bananas with a hurting self-obsessed sociopath as leader, blowing their
mouths off in public. So what’s new?

The idiots that we know of in this “Eco-Extremist Mafia” are all wee dafties, like the pseudo-nihilist
fool in Italy1 and this Greek robot of chaos, Archie the Scot2, who are exactly the same types, socially
disfunctional mal-geeks, arseholes basically and losers without a sense of humour, looking to play the
bigman. They definity don’t have a sense of humour, but we guess you have to have some ‘human’ values
to have a decent sense of ‘humour’ never mind ‘humility’. I mean, some of the actions we just laugh at,
you are a joke, Church of ITS Mexico and faithful flock! Even the killings, you are embarassing yourself!
Like a shit on a corpse! And you want the names of Severino Di Giovanni and Mauricio Morales to
cover your shit?! Fuck off and die! You are a joke!! Ha Ha Ha! I shit on your pagan gods!

Love to all the friends and comrades; imprisoned, out and on the run!
L

1 Psuedo-nihilist serial blogger, collector of doubtful ‘terror’ manuals and writer of complex verbs and words.
2 Antisocial evolution, ‘Falcon of Chaos’, ‘Archie’ Archegonos or whatever he’s decided to call himself this week in a ten-

thousand word gush of verbal diarreha.
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